Name: _______________________________________ Date: _______________

Chapter 6 Review
Test Your Knowledge
Part 1: True or False
Instructions
Read each statement below, then select True or False.
1. Informal writing uses appropriate vocabulary and adapts language based on audience, purpose,
situation, and intent.

True 

False 

2. Spelling is not an essential item to consider in informal writing.

True 

False 

3. To organize and communicate information, writers use the writing process.

True 

False 

4. Informal writing does not require using correct grammar, terminology, or punctuation.

True 

False 

5. Writers use the writing process to produce e-mails and letters appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

True 

False 

6. Data and observations may be communicated in reports.

True 

False 

7. Practicing editing copy for grammar, punctuation, and terminology helps a writer to stay sharp
in recognizing areas of their writing to improve upon.

True 

False 

8. Writers practice and apply basic software applications to produce informal writing.

True 

False 

9. Informal writing does not follow the traditional writing process.

True 

False 

10. In order to communicate in a clear, courteous, concise, complete, and correct manner, writers
select language for audience and purpose.

True 

False 
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Part 2: Short Answer
Instructions
Answer each of the questions below in the space provided.
1. Writers must have knowledge of various communication processes in professional contexts,
including using effective communication skills. Describe how communication processes
contribute to effective informal writing.

2. Describe a situation in which it would be appropriate to use informal and standard language.
How do you determine which language is appropriate for the situation?

3. Why is identifying purpose and intended audience important in formatting digital information
for appropriate and effective communication in a product? How does page design help support
audience and purpose?

4. Why do writers use desktop publishing to create products using word processing programs,
editing products, or drawing programs?
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5. Describe how desktop publishing concepts such as design elements, graphic design, and
typography—such as font size and style—contribute to informal writing.

6. Describe the variety of appropriate media a writer may use to deliver digital products of
informal writing.

7. What features are used to organize informal reports?

8. Select a topic of your choice and craft three different types of informal documents: one email,
one social media post, and one informal report. What similarities and differences do you
observe in your writing for each document?
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9. You are tasked with writing an email to a client who is requesting data about your company’s
latest product release. The client would like to know how the product is working for other
customers and observations you can share on its effectiveness. How do you go about organizing
and composing the message?
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